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Abstract: Obfuscation and cryptography technologies are applied to malware to make the detection
of malware through intrusion prevention systems (IPSs), intrusion detection systems (IDSs), and
antiviruses difficult. To address this problem, the security requirements for post-detection and proper
response are presented, with emphasis on the real-time file access monitoring function. However,
current operating systems provide only file access control techniques, such as SELinux(version
2.6, Red Hat, Raleigh, NC, USA) and AppArmor(version 2.5, Immunix, Portland, OR, USA), to
protect system files and do not provide real-time file access monitoring. Thus, the service manager
or data owner cannot determine real-time unauthorized modification and leakage of important
files by malware. In this paper, a structure to monitor user access to important files in real time is
proposed. The proposed structure has five components, with a kernel module interrelated to the
application process. With this structural feature, real-time monitoring is possible for all file accesses,
and malicious attackers cannot bypass this file access monitoring function. By verifying the positive
and negative functions of the proposed structure, it was validated that the structure accurately
provides real-time file access monitoring function, the monitoring function resource is sufficiently
low, and the file access monitoring performance is high, further confirming the effectiveness of the
proposed structure.

Keywords: real-time monitoring; hidden malware; file access monitoring; kernel-based structure;
access control; endpoint detection and response; zero trust

1. Introduction

Security threats emerge as IT technology evolves. A malicious attacker can directly
access a service, leak important information, or slow down a service. However, this method
may expose the identity of the attacker. Therefore, spear phishing malware that can hide
the identity of the attacker is increasing used [1,2].

Malware can access an attack target (e.g., file, process, registry, or device) and modify
or leak important information. In an enterprise environment, IPSs or IDSs or antivirus is
applied to detect malware and prevent its execution [3]. A signature update service-type
security technique can detect and prevent malware in networks or system layers by using a
malware feature signature [4], which is periodically updated by the vendors who supply
this security technique to detect the latest malware and prevent its execution [5].

However, malware has evolved. In a recent malicious attack, a security technique
was applied to malware that is only used in information services [6]. A malicious attacker
applies obfuscation or cryptography to malware to avoid detection by an IPS/IDS or
antiviruses that are used in an enterprise environment [7,8]. This malware has complex
logic, which is difficult for malware analysts to decipher. Script-based malware exists
as text or saved files in a normal status and is executed by applications, such as web
servers or web browsers. Because these applications are trusted, they are excluded from
malware detection targets. Therefore, it is difficult to detect script-based malware [9]. In
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addition, because malicious attackers apply detection avoidance tests, malware detection is
becoming increasingly difficult [10]. In recent enterprise environments, white-list-based
process management, end-point detection response (EDR) security management with
AI-based IPS/IDS, and antivirus detection functions have been implemented [11].

The current operating systems (OS) provide event-monitoring functions, such as
application execution, user login, and network status. An access control function is also
provided to protect some of the important files of the system; however, a function for
monitoring user file access is not provided. To provide safe service, it is necessary to
identify all events for various information resources [12]. A file access monitoring function
is also required to improve the accuracy of the EDR technique used in recent enterprise
environments.

To overcome this limitation, we propose a real-time file access monitoring structure
that can monitor user access to a file or directory in real time. The proposed structure
monitors according to the policy set by the security manager, and notifies an event, only
when it is confirmed that the file access corresponds to the absolute file path set by the
policy. In addition, because the proposed structure operates at the kernel layer, malicious
attackers cannot bypass the file access monitoring function enforced in the system.

Because the proposed real-time file access monitoring structure should be effective,
its function and performance should be verified. Therefore, in this study, the positive and
negative functions and performance of the proposed structure were verified.

Main contributions of the proposed file access monitoring structure are as follows:

• It is possible to monitor all user access events for important files in real time.
• The normal operation of other user applications is guaranteed by minimizing the

resources used for file/directory access monitoring.
• As event data are generated using the file access monitoring function, EDR accuracy

can be increased.
• If the structure proposed in this study is loaded into a security service or OS, the

potential threat to information services can be prevented.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, the background,
purpose, and contribution of this study are described. In Section 2, the security event
monitoring technique provided by the current OS and the file access control technique
protecting important files are analyzed. The technique applied to current malware is further
verified, and an AI-based security technique is introduced to detect such malware. In
Section 3, the security environment of the information service is analyzed and requirements
are derived for the protection of the information service. In Section 4, a structure is
proposed for a real-time file access monitoring function to satisfy the security requirements.
In Section 5, the function and performance are verified to confirm the effectiveness of the
proposed real-time file access monitoring structure. Finally, the limitations of this study are
presented in Section 6.

2. Related Works
2.1. Security Event Monitoring Techniques

The application service manager should be able to check the status of as application
and ensure that its performance reaches the target level [13] using the monitoring function
provided by the OS, as presented in Table 1 [14–18].

These monitoring techniques do not determine whether the status of a system or user
application is normal or abnormal. They list the current status of a system or application
process. The system or service manager uses these monitoring functions to determine the
status of the system and its applications, and if an abnormal status is detected, they can
respond accordingly depending on the system or application status [19].
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Table 1. Monitoring functions provided by OS.

Layer Monitoring Function Description

System

Process monitoring
• Lists the application processes running in the OS.
• Identifies PID or PPIID, ownership, and process de-

pendencies.

Resource monitoring

• Checks the CPU and memory usage rates used by
each application process.

• Identifies storage capacity, usage, and remaining
capacity for each storage device.

Network

Packet monitoring
• Inspects inbound/outbound packets.
• Saves monitoring packet to file.

TTY Session monitoring
• Monitors the TTY session of users connected to Tel-

net, rlogin, SSH protocol of Linux/Unix OS, or re-
mote desktop protocol (RDP) of Windows OS.

2.2. Current Malware Trends
2.2.1. Security Technique Application

Malware is widely used by malicious attackers in information attacks. It enters the
enterprise environment in various ways [20]; thus, an attacker uses malware to obtain
in-formation or modifies it into invalid information to harm the owner [21,22]. Most enter-
prise environments apply IPS/IDS to the network or antivirus to the OS to detect and stop
malware [23–25]. A malware analyst generates signatures by analyzing features such as
logic, processing flow, keywords, and memory handling. The generated signature is de-
ployed to an IPS/IDS or an antivirus, where it is compared to the inspection target packet,
file, process, and memory with the signature to determine whether it is malware [26].
When these techniques are applied to an enterprise environment, enterprise damage can be
reduced by preventing the execution of malware.

However, malware has evolved. Recently, malicious attackers have applied techniques
such as cryptography, obfuscation, and memory injection to malware [27–30]. Figure 1
shows the types of obfuscations that can be applied to malware. Obfuscation is a security
technique that protects the original software logic [31]. However, malicious attackers can
apply this security technique to avoid malware detection [32] by changing the malware
logic, processing flow, keywords, and memory handling procedures [33]. This modified
malware cannot be detected because its features are different from the signature deployed
in an IPS/IDS or antivirus. To detect malware applied with obfuscation, a new signature
must be created. To achieve this, analysts must analyze obfuscated malware, which is
a quite difficult process. In addition to applying the obfuscation technique, a malicious
attacker can avoid the malware detection function by applying other techniques, such as
garbage code injection or renaming the register to the malware [34].

A behavior-based IPS/IDS or antivirus can detect obfuscated malware by applying
a process-tracing technique [35]. However, if a malicious attacker applies a packing or
protector technique to malware, it stops the antivirus; thus, a malicious attacker can bypass
the behavior-based detection technique. The more techniques are applied to malware,
the more difficult it is for malware analysts to define signatures that can detect malware,
making malware detection increasingly difficult [36].
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 1. Malware obfuscation techniques: (a) original malware assembly code; (b) after applying
jumping obfuscation; (c) after applying renaming obfuscation; (d) after applying redundant code
obfuscation; and (e) after applying replacement obfuscation.
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Figure 1. Malware obfuscation techniques: (a) original malware assembly code; (b) after applying
jumping obfuscation; (c) after applying renaming obfuscation; (d) after applying redundant code
obfuscation; and (e) after applying replacement obfuscation.

2.2.2. Conducting the Malware Detection Avoid Test

Malicious attackers may want malware to serve their purpose. However, IPS/IDS or
antiviruses are not only applied to the target environment. Malware detection techniques
have been applied to several devices and network switches. After a malicious attacker
distributes malware through the Internet, it can be removed by an IPS or antivirus in the
process of being delivered to the target system. To prevent this situation, a malware attacker
performs a detection-avoidance test [37].

The detection avoidance test is a process in which malicious attackers check whether
malware can avoid the detection functions of IPS/IDS and antiviruses [38]. A malicious
attacker selects a malware detection technique that is available on the Internet and checks
whether malware is detected [39]. If a malware detection technique detects the malware, a
malicious attacker upgrades the malware until it is not detected. By applying this method
to malware development, malicious attackers can safely distribute malware to a target
system [40].

2.3. EDR

The number of techniques applied to malware as well as the amount of malware are
increasing rapidly. In particular, with the kill-chain-based advanced persistence threat
(APT) attack rising in popularity, the limitations of the security techniques applied to the
enterprise are being identified [41].

A kill-chain-based APT attack comprises seven steps. The attacker collects basic
information about the target (reconnaissance), creates a tool to collect detailed information
(weapons), and penetrates the target (delivery). After generating malware to attack a target
identified as a weapon (exploitation), it is installed and attacks according to the attacker’s
command (command and control) to achieve the final goal (act on the objective) [42]. The
detailed attack preparation and execution processes have increased the quality of the
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malware used in APT attacks. Therefore, it is difficult to detect or prevent malware used in
APT attacks using legacy security techniques such as IPS/IDS or antiviruses [43].

To address these problems, Gartner proposed EDR in 2013 [44]. EDR is a new paradigm
that identifies and responds to abnormal behavior based on the stable state of a system. It
responds to threats after recognizing security threats to PC, servers, applications, processes,
and files/directories [45]. Thus, an EDR threat is not defined in advance. EDR considers
any unauthorized access to an endpoint as a threat. Therefore, it first defines the stable
status of the system, and a threat is detected with respect to this stable status [46]. To
define the stable status, an EDR-based security technique learns various operational data
generated in an enterprise environment [47]. Because considerable data have to be learned
for determining the stable status, the EDR-based security technique applies a machine-
learning technique. The higher the volume, variety, and velocity of the learning data,
the higher is the accuracy [48]. System, application, and network logs can be used as
operational data. Therefore, when different types of data are available and sufficient
learning data are guaranteed, the stable state can be defined more accurately using the
machine-learning techniques [49].

3. Analyzing Current Security Environments
3.1. Analyzing Security Environment

The security event monitoring technologies listed in Table 1 are used for the system,
information services, and security monitoring [50]. However, there is a limit to the detection
of security threats that combine access layers. Figure 2 presents examples of typical complex
security threats.

Figure 2. Multi-layered security threat.

A malicious attacker can upload script-based malware to a web server using a known
channel (e.g., HTTP or HTTPS). When malware uploaded to the web server executes, it
can access important files and leak or modify important information. An IPS/IDS cannot
detect zero-day attacks or malware to which obfuscation techniques have been applied at
the network layer. The script malware is executed on a web server. Because the web server
is a trusted subject, the antivirus does not detect abnormal behavior on the web server. The
resources used to access or modify important files of this malware are also at a very low
level; consequently, they cannot be identified as an abnormal state of the system. Thus,
legacy security techniques cannot detect or prevent combined access layer malware attacks.
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3.2. OS File Protection Techniques

The OS, which provides a safe operating environment for information services, con-
sists of various files and directories. It maintains a safe state and provides an execution
environment for user applications. It must also be able to allocate the resources required by
the user application, and the resources allocated to the application must be protected until
the application returns [51]. If the OS file/directory is deleted or modified, the functions
that the OS should provide cannot be provided. Therefore, to provide a secure environ-
ment, the important OS files/directories must be protected [52]. AppArmor(version 2.5,
Immunix, Portland, OR, USA) and SELinux(version 2.6, Red Hat, Raleigh, NC, USA) are
provided by the Linux OS, and the group policy object is provided by the Windows OS.
AppArmor(version 2.5, Immunix, Portland, OR, USA) and SELinux(version 2.6, Red Hat,
Raleigh, NC, USA) operate as a structure in which the application process and kernel
module interact, as shown in Figure 3 [53,54].

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. File access control structures: (a) SELinux registers the access control policy at the security
server in the kernel and enforces it with the access vector cache. (b) AppArmor registers the access
control policy using command and control tools and enforces it with system function mediators.

To protect the file access control policy, the security officer transfers objects repre-
senting files/directories to the SELinux(version 2.6, Red Hat, Raleigh, NC, USA) policy
management interface or AppArmor’s (version 2.5, Immunix, Portland, OR, USA) com-
mand and control tools, which interpret the received object and list the file/directory for
protection, creating an access control policy for the file/directory list prior to transferring
it to the kernel. The kernel module builds a policy table after receiving the access control
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policy from the application layer. Subsequently, the kernel module checks the file access of
the user to determine if it matches the policy registered in the policy table. If the path of
the file accessed by the user is not registered in the policy table, SELinux(version 2.6, Red
Hat, Raleigh, NC, USA) or AppArmor(version 2.5, Immunix, Portland, OR, USA) allows
access to all users. If the file accessed by the user is the same as that registered in the policy,
it denies user file access [55,56]. Because both AppArmor(version 2.5, Immunix, Portland,
OR, USA) and SELinux(version 2.6, Red Hat, Raleigh, NC, USA) enforce kernel-based
access control functions, users cannot bypass these file access functions [57,58].

3.3. Requirement for Application Service Security

The OS protects the system file/directory by applying SELinux(version 2.6, Red
Hat, Raleigh, NC, USA) or AppArmor(version 2.5, Immunix, Portland, OR, USA). It also
prevents unauthorized access to the file/directory used to provide system service. Thus,
the OS implements an environment that can perform its original role. However, both
SELinux(version 2.6, Red Hat, Raleigh, NC, USA) and AppArmor(version 2.5, Immunix,
Portland, OR, USA) focus only on system file/directory protection and do not protect user
applications.

Malware attacks enterprise systems and mainly user applications or user data. There-
fore, not only personal devices but also malware should be precluded from entering the
enterprise environment. IPS/IDS and antivirus legacy security solutions are effective for
detecting, deleting, and preventing normal malware. However, it is difficult to detect
malware to which obfuscation has been applied. In particular, in the current Internet
environment where malware is rapidly increasing, detection methods using signature
deployment are insufficient. Security managers must prevent malware from entering the
enterprise environment. However, if malware is deactivated, the security manager finds it
difficult to detect.

To solve this problem, a file access monitoring function is required. The requirements
for file access monitoring are emphasized in both the perimeter-based security model and
zero-trust model to protect user applications and data [59,60]. If a file access monitoring
function is provided, the security manager can check access to important application files or
user data. The security manager allows access to authenticated users and denies access to
unauthorized users through this function. If the unauthorized access is for an unidentified
application, the possibility of malware is high. Therefore, using this function, the security
manager can check for the existence of malware.

To satisfy a variety of EDR-based security techniques, status data are required. The
file access event data generated by the application are stable status data. Therefore, file
access event data do not include unstable status data. If unstable status data are provided,
the accuracy of the machine learning increases. Therefore, a file access monitoring function
is required to create stable and unstable status data.

4. Kernel-Based Real-Time File Access Monitoring
4.1. File Access Monitoring Structure

In this paper, we propose a structure that can monitor the access to files required in
many security environments. In the proposed file access monitoring structure, shown in
Figure 4, the module operating at the kernel layer and the process operating at the applica-
tion layer collaborate to monitor file access to the user application under the assumption
that important files are identifiable. The proposed structure compares the absolute path of
the monitoring file with that of the user file access event.

The proposed structure has five components. The policy register is an application
interface executed by a security manager. The security manager executes the policy register
and delivers an absolute file path to the kernel policy manager.

The policy manager receives the absolute file path that passes through the policy register.
The policy manager is a system-call handler. The policy database stores absolute file paths.
Because the policy database is composed of a linked list, multiple absolute file paths can
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be registered. The file access event parser inspects all file access events for the user. The
file access event parser compares the access target file path of the file access event with the
absolute file path registered in the policy database. If the access target file path of the file
access event matches the absolute file path registered in the policy database, the file access
event information is registered as a file access event node. The event monitor is a daemon
application. The event monitor uses a system call to check whether there is a file access event
node, and if so, it notifies the security manager. The key function of the proposed structure
is to monitor unauthorized file/directory access. The structure differs from that of SELinux
or AppArmor, as presented in Table 2.

Figure 4. Real-time file access monitoring structure.

Table 2. Difference between the proposed structure and legacy file access control security techniques
(SELinux/AppArmor).

Difference SELinux/AppArmor Proposed Structure

Key Function • Provide access control function • All file/directory access monitoring

Protect mechanism

• Pre-protect method
• Deny all unauthorized access
• Pre-defined accesses are allowed

• Post-protect method
• All file accesses are allowed
• All file accesses are the target of

security analysis

Policy managing method
• Object-based policy distribution
• A security officer should know

all policy object

• User generates monitoring policy
• Users only need to know the absolute

file path for monitoring

Security managing subject
• Security officer or system adminis-

trator can manage security policy

• All users
• Data owner or application service

manager, system manager manage se-
curity

4.2. File Access Monitoring Sequence

The existing OS can be accessed by multiple users and has a multi-processing function.
Therefore, multiple file access events can occur through multiple processing steps. The
security manager monitors all file access events, whereas the file access monitoring structure
proposed in this study operates in the order shown in Figure 5.
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After determining the important file, the security manager obtains the absolute file
path of the file and registers the policy in the policy register. The policy register creates
a policy structure that includes the absolute file path in the kernel policy manager and
delivers it using a system call. The policy manager receives this information and stores it in a
policy database.

When a user accesses a file, first the OS generates a user file access event node and
then a task node that includes the user file access event node, along with a handler to
process it and register it in an interrupt requeue (IRQ) [61]. The task nodes registered in
the IRQ are processed sequentially using the OS process module. Linux provides a Linux
security module (LSM), an interface that enforces user-defined functions for task node
processing [62]. If a user-defined handler is registered in the LSM, the user function can be
enforced before task node processing. In this study, a file access event-gathering handler
was registered in the LSM to gather file access event information [63].

Figure 5. Real-time file access monitoring function sequence.

When a user-defined handler is registered in the LSM, the user file access event is
delivered to the file access event parser. The file access event parser analyzes the file access
event and identifies the subject session ID, process ID, and the absolute file path accessing
the file. The file access event parser then compares the absolute file path identified in the
user file access event with the entire absolute file path registered in the policy database. The
policy database comprises a linked list that can be searched sequentially. If an absolute file
path matches a path in the policy database, the file access event parser creates a file access
event node.

The event monitor is a daemon that continuously checks for a file access event node. If
there is a file access event node, the event monitor transfers it to the application layer using a
system call, and outputs it on the screen.

4.3. Mechanism of the File Access Monitoring Function

The proposed real-time file access monitoring function generates a file access event node
only for user file access to the absolute file path. Therefore, the monitoring policy uses the
absolute file path (FP) as a parameter.

The real-time access monitoring mechanism includes the following definitions:

U = {x|x is all monitoring f unction }
P = {x ∈ U|Access monitoring policy en f orced to in f ormation system}

AR = {x|x is set o f all f ile access request}
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In the aforementioned state, the absolute file path (FP) from the user file access request
r is expressed as follows:

rFP, where r ∈ AR (1)

The decision result (file access event node generation, ENG) of the file access event parsers
decision function (generating decision, GD) that compares rFP with the absolute file path in
the monitoring policy PFP is defined as follows:

ENG = GD(rFP, PFP), for r ∈ AR (2)

When the absolute file path in the user file access event rFP matches the absolute
file path in the monitoring policy PFP (ENG is true, ENGT), a file access event node is
generated. Therefore, in such a case, there is a file access event notification occurrence
(FENO), expressed as follows:

FENO ⊃ ENGT (3)

When the monitoring policy is enforced, the file access event node that does not generate
(FENI) is the inverse function of Equation (3).

FENI = ENGT = GD(rFP, PFP), but r ∈ AR (4)

Equation (1) denotes the absolute file path extraction from a file access event. Equation (2)
is a monitoring function that enforces the process. When the absolute file path is registered
in the monitoring policy, and the user file access event path matches, the file access event
parser generates a file access event node. In the process denoted by Equation (3), if there is a
file access event node, the event monitor checks it and notifies the security manager. Equation
(4) indicates that, when the absolute file path registered in the monitoring policy and the
path of the user file access event do not match, the file access event parser ignores the user
file access event. These are the file access-monitoring mechanisms proposed in this study.

5. Implementation
5.1. Function Verification
5.1.1. Function Verification Items

The proposed real-time file access monitoring method is effective. Because the scope
of functional verification should encompass the entire scope of this study, functional
verification items were derived based on the file access monitoring function mechanism, as
presented in Table 3.

Func_VF_1, Func_VF_2, and Func_VF_3 are positive verifications of the proposed
real-time file access monitoring function, and Func_VF_4 is negative verification. If the
four functions are confirmed as correct, it can be verified that all functions of the structure
proposed in this study are correct.

5.1.2. Function Verification Result

The hardware environment used to verify the proposed structure comprises a i3-4150
CPU, 8 GB memory, and 500 GB HDD. The proposed real-time file access monitoring
structure was implemented in the CentOS 7.9 OS environment, and the verification items
defined in Table 3 were executed. To verify the functional operation of the real-time file
access monitoring function, the start and end of the debug messages were checked.

When a user file access event occurs, func_VF_1 checks whether the kernel file access
event parser has obtained the absolute file path from the file access event.

Therefore, as shown in Figure 6, not only the access target absolute file path but also the
user session-id, user id, and subject information of the user process were correctly obtained.
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Table 3. Function verification items.

Function ID Verification object

Func_VF_1

• Verification Equation (1)
• When a file access event occurs, verify that the file access

event parser correctly obtains the absolute file path from the
file access event.

• Code sequence:

Func_VF_2

• Verification Equation (2)
• Check file access event node’s monitoring policy (if there is

a monitoring policy and whether absolute file path in file
access event and monitoring policy are the same).

• Code sequence:

Func_VF_3

• Verification Equation (3)
• Check file access event notification when there is file access

event node.
• Code sequence:

Func_VF_4

• Verification Equation (4)
• Check if file access event’s absolute file path is different from

that in monitoring policy to determine if the event is ignored
correctly.

• Code sequence: Same that of Func_VF_2.
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• Func_VF_1

Figure 6. File access event check verification.

• Func_VF_2

After Func_VF_1, the monitoring policy of the file access event parser is checked. If
there is a matching monitoring policy, the file access event parser stops scanning the monitor-
ing policy.

As a result of the verification shown in Figure 7, the file access event parser begins by
comparing the absolute file path in the file access event with that of the monitoring policy.
When a matching monitoring policy is found, the file access event parser stops scanning.

Figure 7. Monitoring policy scanning verification.

• Func_VF_3

Once the file access event node is generated, the event monitor confirms this and checks
whether the file access event has been notified. If there are no file access events, the event
monitor is not notified.

Consequently, as shown in Figure 8, when the file access event parser generates a file
access event node, the event monitor checks and notifies the file access event.
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Figure 8. Event monitor’s notification function verification. The event monitor checks the file access
event node in the kernel periodically. When the event monitor confirms that the file access event
node is generated, it notifies the file access event.

• Func_VF_4

In Func_VF_1, if user file access does not match the monitoring policy, a further check
is conducted to determine whether file access event parser ignores this event.

As shown in Figure 9, the file access event parser compares the file access event with
all the monitoring policies. The file access event parser compares the user access target file
with the next monitoring policy to determine whether it differs from the absolute file path
registered in the monitoring policy. Thus, the file access event parser does not generate a file
access event node when there is no matching monitoring policy, even after comparing it to
the previous monitoring policy.

Figure 9. File access event parser ignoring function verification. When user file access does not match
any monitoring policies, the file access event parser ignores the user file access event.

5.2. Performance Verification
5.2.1. Performance Verification Items and Methodology

Even if the proposed real-time security file access-monitoring function performs
correctly, the resources used to provide the monitoring function should be small and fast.
Only then does the monitoring function affect the operation of other processes. In addition,
when multiple file accesses occur in the OS, the monitoring function can identify and
notify all file access events. To verify the performance, verification items were selected, as
presented in Table 4.
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Table 4. Performance verification items.

Performance
ID Verification Object

Perf_VF_1

• Check resource requirements to notify file access events
• Check the system resource (CPU occupancy) required for file

access notification when 100, 250, 500, 1000, 2500, or 5000 file
access events are generated after registering the monitoring
policy

• The average value was measured for 10 file access events

Perf_VF_2

• With multiple monitoring policies (100, 250, 500, 1000, 2500,
5000) registered, check the time to enforce the last policy

• The time gap from the first policy check scan time to the last
policy scan is used as the average value of 10 measurement
values

Perf_VF_3

• When file access events occur at approximately 200 event/min
with random time gaps, the monitoring function can catch all
file access events, checking three times during 24 h.

• If all file access events are monitored, the proposed monitoring
function is strong enough to resist the stress of the actual service
environment

The performance verification environment is the same as the function verification
environment.

A comparison should be conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed
real-time security file access monitoring structure, wherein the application process is
interrelated to the kernel module. The structure is the most similar to that proposed in
this study, and the most widely used security technique is SELinux(version 2.6, Red Hat,
Raleigh, USA). Therefore, the same verification was performed using SELinux, and the
results were compared.

5.2.2. Performance Verification Results

• Perf_VF_1

Table 5 lists the resources used to notify the file access event in real time using the
proposed security file access monitoring structure when generating the event in SELinux.

Table 5. CPU usage file access event notification using the policy enforcement server in SELinux.

Component CPU Usage (%) File Access Event Count

File Access Event Monitor

Policy Count

100 250 500 1000 2500 5000

CPU usage(%)

0.24 0.31 0.46 0.85 1.43 1.94

Policy Enforcement Server (SELinux)

Policy Count

100 250 500 1000 2500 5000

CPU usage(%)

0.29 0.42 0.71 1.14 1.88 4.13

It was confirmed that the CPU usage in notifying the proposed file access event was
less than that of the SELinux event occurred.
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• Perf_VF_2

To check whether the structure proposed in this study could provide rapid file access
event notification, with multiple dummy policies registered, the time gap between the first
and last monitoring policy scans was measured.

As shown in Figure 10, the policy scan time of the proposed real-time security file
access monitoring structure was verified to be faster than that of SELinux under the same
conditions.

Figure 10. File access event detection time measurement.

• Perf_VF_3

To confirm the strength of the proposed file access monitoring function, a script was
created for a real IT service status. The file access event script generated approximately
200 file access events per minute. When a file access event occurred, a random time gap
was applied. If the proposed file access monitoring function can monitor all file access
events generated by the script, then the proposed real-time file access monitoring structure
is deemed sufficiently strong. The verification result is presented in Table 6.

Table 6. File access event occurrence count and monitoring count.

Time File Access Event File Access Monitoring Count
Occurrence Count by Script by the Proposed Structure

1 310,308 310,308

2 307,293 307,293

3 302,187 302,187

Table 6 shows that the file access event count generated by the script is the same as that
obtained by file access monitoring. Therefore, the proposed real-time file access monitoring
structure is strong enough.
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5.3. Performance Verification Analysis

To verify the function of the proposed real-time security file access monitoring struc-
ture, both positive and negative functions were verified empirically by implementing a
laboratory methodology. The verification confirmed that the proposed real-time security
file access monitoring structure monitors all user file access events. The structure proposed
in this study notifies the user when he/she accesses a file registered in the monitoring
policy. In addition, it was confirmed that the proposed structure does not provide access to
files that are different from the file path registered in the monitoring policy. Therefore, it
was validated that all monitoring functions of the proposed real-time security file access
monitoring structure perform correctly.

Further, it was verified that the monitoring function was sufficiently effective through
performance measurement results and it required fewer resources for file access monitoring
event notifications than SELinux. It was also verified that the proposed structure had little
effect on the operation of other applications. Furthermore, enforcement of the monitoring
policy proved to be faster than that of SELinux under the same conditions. Thus, the
proposed structure was sufficiently strong and guaranteed real-time performance.

6. Conclusions

In recent security environments, malware reinforced through techniques such as
cryptography, obfuscation, and cross-platforms can enter the target system through various
paths. It is difficult to detect or prevent malware using IPS, IDS, or antivirus in enterprise
environments. Thus, the next best option is that the security manager applies the post-
response via real-time file access monitoring to reduce the damage caused by malware.
However, the current OS does not provide a real-time file access monitoring function for
an application service manager or data owner to detect unauthorized modifications and
leakages in important files.

In this paper, a structure was proposed, from the perspective of post-response, to
monitor file access in real time. Because the proposed structure enforces a monitoring
policy in the kernel, the user cannot bypass the monitoring function. The performance of
the proposed real-time file access structure was verified, confirming that target file access-
monitoring was correctly provided. The result of the performance verification confirmed
that fewer system resources than that in SELinux were utilized and monitoring of the policy
enforcement time was sufficiently fast and strong to provide file access monitoring in a real
IT service environment.

If the proposed monitoring structure was applied to the enterprise environment, the
security manager is able to identify users who access files or directories containing impor-
tant information on services. Alternatively, because it is possible to check for malware
accessing important files, the damage caused by security accidents will be reduced. How-
ever, because this study focused only on monitoring files as targets, it is extremely difficult
to detect malware that selects other targets as victims, such as application processes and
devices. Therefore, we plan to conduct further studies to monitor these additional factors.
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